Between V and T address: The translation of English address terms into Polish in serial storytelling (the case of Doc)

Abstract. This study is concerned with the translation of address terms in serial storytelling. It adopts the interpersonal pragmatics perspective on address terms and treats them as elements of fictional characters’ relational work, i.e. the work they do to negotiate their relationships in interaction. More specifically, this paper focuses on the renditions of the form Doc as used by detective Jane Rizzoli to address doctor Maura Isles in the Polish translation of Tess Gerritsen's Rizzoli and Isles crime fiction series. Since English and Polish have different address systems (N-V-T and T-V, respectively) and there are no informal terms equivalent to Doc to address a female doctor in Polish, its renditions depend entirely on the translator’s ability to understand and recreate the characters’ relational interaction. The Polish translators of the Rizzoli and Isles series showed different degrees of attention to the interactional coherence of the translation, which is why some of its parts contain inappropriate and impolite address forms. Overall, the relational work done by the characters has largely been domesticated in the translation and adapted to Polish speech patterns and rules of politeness. Consequently, shifts in the characters’ address mode take place at different moments in the translation than they do in the original version, and the form Doc is rendered in a variety of ways (both formal and informal) depending on the stage of the characters’ relational interaction.
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1. Introduction

The choice of address terms depends, among other things, on the degree of social distance between interlocutors, the nature of their relationship and the context in which their interaction is taking place (cf. e.g. Braun 1988; Mühleisen 2003; Clyne et al. 2009). In fiction, address terms serve as indicators of social and personal relationships among characters. The range and usage of address terms differ across languages, which is why recreating relationships between fictional characters within different address systems often poses problems for literary translators (cf. Kluge 2019; Ton 2019; Rozumko 2023). This paper contributes to the existing literature on the translation of address terms by examining their treatment in the translation of serial storytelling. It focuses on the renditions of the address term Doc, an informal variant of Doctor, in the Polish translation of Tess Gerritsen's Rizzoli and Isles crime fiction series. Polish does not have a direct equivalent of the address term Doc, which is why its renditions always depend on the translator's ability to interpret the relationship between the characters who use it, and to find an equivalent which is suitable at a given stage of their relational interaction. This study focuses on the uses of Doc by detective Jane Rizzoli in her interactions with doctor Maura Isles, a pathologist she cooperates with throughout the series, and analyses its renditions in different parts of the series as the professional and personal relationship between the characters develops. The analysis is conducted from the perspective of the pragmatics of fiction and interpersonal pragmatics, with a focus on the use of address terms as part of the “relational work” (cf. Locher 2008) done by the two characters. The aim of the study is to examine how the renditions of the address term Doc affect the interactional coherence of the translation and how they influence the presentation of the characters and their relationship.

2. Theoretical framework: interpersonal pragmatics and the pragmatics of fiction

Interpersonal pragmatics focuses on the role of language in the creation and negotiation of relationships (cf. Locher & Graham 2010). One of the key notions in the field is “relational work”, i.e. the “work” individuals do in defining and negotiating relationships with others in interaction (Locher & Watts 2005; Locher 2008). It involves making choices concerning the selection of address terms, greetings, politeness formulae, syntactic structures, the tone of voice, etc., by means of which interactants position themselves vis-à-vis others and construct their relationships. In the process, they also construct and negotiate their identities (Locher & Watts 2005; Locher 2008). Interpersonal pragmatics tends to adopt the postmodernist understanding of identity as “a relational and sociocultural phenomenon”, constructed intersubjectively (rather than individually) in interaction (Bucholtz & Hall 2005: 585). Interpersonal pragmatics is primarily concerned with the relational work that takes place in real-life communication, but the framework
it offers can also be applied to the analysis of fictional works and their translations (cf. Locher 2020; Rozumko 2023). As explained by Jucker (2015: 63), “fictional language offers a large and very rich data source for pragmatic analyses provided it is analysed on its own terms and not as a less than perfect substitute for spontaneous spoken communication”. The communicative behaviour of fictional characters is one of the areas examined within the pragmatics of fiction. This branch of pragmatics focuses on such issues as polite and impolite behaviour of fictional characters, character positioning, characterisation, linguistic variation, the role of dialogue in fiction, etc. (cf. e.g. Culpeper 2001; Jucker 2015, 2016; Bednarek 2017; Culpeper & Fernandez-Quintanilla 2017).

While fictional discourse tends to differ from everyday communication, interactions among fictional characters need to be realistic and convincing. As observed by Dynel with reference to telecinematic discourse, its creators “operate on the assumption that characters’ interactions should be tacitly accepted by viewers as natural relative to the socio-cultural context and should not strike them as being artificial, even if statistically infrequent” (Dynel 2017: 56). This observation also applies to the presentation of relational work in written fiction. Because relational work tends to be culture and language specific, recreating it in a believable way in translation is often difficult. While in real-life communication relational work is usually unmarked (situationally appropriate) and a considerable part of it goes unnoticed (Locher & Watts 2005), in translation it is more likely to be marked (because it is impolite, overpolite or inappropriate) and draw attention to itself (cf. e.g. Rozumko 2023). Inconsistency in the use of address terms and the use of inappropriate address terms in translation may disrupt the interactional coherence of the translation (cf. Reiber 2016; Rozumko 2023).

3. English and Polish address terms in translation

The translation of address terms between English and Polish has already received a considerable amount of scholarly attention (cf. e.g. Szarkowska 2006, 2013; Woźniak 2008; Sojda 2012; Holobut & Woźniak 2017) and there is agreement among scholars that it requires a careful consideration of the relationships among discourse participants. However, the specific choices made by fiction translators in this area have not been studied systematically as elements of the characters’ relational work. Many of the findings reported in previous studies are, however, relevant to the aims of this paper because they discuss the role of address terms in fictional characterization and stylization of fictional discourse. Woźniak (2009) shows, for instance, that the address terms used in Polish translations of science fiction films do not always correspond to their source language equivalents in terms of style and register; Szarkowska (2013) notes the difficulties involved in recreating idiolects and non-standard forms of address, while Holobut and Woźniak (2017) analyse the role of address terms in the archaization of the language used in English language historical films and in their Polish and Italian
translations. Studies have also shown some general tendencies in the treatment of address terms in translation (cf. Kluge 2019). Sinner (2011) and Brehmer (2015) report that pronominal address is often domesticated, i.e. translated according to the norms of the target language, while nominal address is more likely to be foreignized, i.e. oriented towards the norms of the source language.

The specific solutions in the translation of address terms often result from the differences between the address systems of the languages concerned. In the case of English and Polish, the differences occur on the lexico-grammatical as well as socio-cultural levels. Both languages have pronominal and nominal address, but Polish, which is a pro-drop language, also expresses address by means of verbal inflections (cf. Rusiecki 2008; Szarkowska 2013), e.g. Dokąd idziesz? [2nd p. sg present tense] ‘Where are you going?’.

Neither of the two languages has the classic T-V distinction in their pronominal systems. The T-V model, proposed by Brown and Gilman (1960) with reference to the semantics of the Latin address pronouns tu (T) and vos (V), works best for languages which have informal and formal address pronouns, such as French (tu/vous) and German (du/Sie). English, however, has one universal address pronoun (you), while in Polish pronouns only express T semantics (ty in the singular and wy in the plural). A framework which seems better suited for the study of address terms in English and Polish is Cook’s (2019) N-V-T model, which is an extended version of Brown and Gilman’s (1960) proposal, where N stands for a neutral mode of address. Importantly, Cook (2019) notes that T and V semantics can be conveyed by both pronominal and nominal terms of address. The meanings associated with T include: informality, intimacy, solidarity, closeness, and familiarity, while the meanings associated with V are: formality, respect, deference, distance, and politeness (Bresin 2021: 1). In the absence of T and V pronouns, English expresses T and V semantics solely by nominal terms of address; in Polish, all V encoders are nouns.

While the N-V-T distinction is relatively straightforward when applied to address pronouns, whose number is small, it is more difficult to apply to nominal address terms as those express a whole spectrum of meanings, and indicate different degrees of familiarity and distance between interlocutors. There seems to be agreement among scholars (e.g. Brown & Ford 1961; Leech 1999) that the most distancing address terms in English are honorifics (e.g. Sir, Madam), followed by titles/honorifics + last names (e.g. Mr/Professor Jones), and last names alone (cf. Brown & Ford 1961). More informal address terms, associated with T semantics, include first names (full forms being more formal than short ones), familiarisers (e.g. mate), family terms (e.g. mummy) and endearments (e.g. darling) (Leech 1999; Cook 2019)². In Polish, V semantics is primarily expressed by the honorifics pan ‘Sir/Mr’, pani ‘Madam/Ms’ (followed by third person verb forms,  

² The term “title” is used by some scholars to include honorifics as well (Brown & Ford 1961; Leech 2009). Following Clyne et al. (2009), in this work it is used to refer to professional titles, such as Doctor and Professor.
e.g. Co pani robi?, lit. ‘What is madam doing?’), whose status is similar to that of V pronouns in other languages (cf. Braun 1988; Huszcza 2005; Szarkowska 2013). Formal situations require the use of pan/pani in combination with titles (pani doktor ‘Ms Doctor’, panie profesorze ‘Mr Professor’). Slightly less formal is the use of pan/pani with the word proszę (lit. ‘I ask’), as in proszę pana/pani, which is the default V address when the professional titles of interactants are unknown or irrelevant. The least distancing form within the V domain is the combination of pan/pani with first names (e.g. pani Agato ‘Ms Agata’). In contrast to English, titles and honorifics are not normally combined with surnames in Polish. Unless they have a distinguishing function, e.g. when one person from a group is addressed, such combinations are usually perceived as impolite or foreign (cf. Marcjanik 2009). As noted by Marcjanik (2009: 32), combinations of titles and honorifics with surnames are sometimes used by non-native speakers of Polish who are accustomed to such forms in their native languages. The shift from V to T requires a ritual agreement, which should be initiated by the older person, a woman (in interaction with a man) or a work superior (cf. Marcjanik 2009, 2020). T forms are used among young people, friends and members of the family. The T domain is also characterised by frequent use of diminutive forms of first names, not only among family and friends, but also co-workers.

Both English and Polish show the tendency towards familiarization and informalization in the use of address terms (cf. Leech 1999; Marcjanik 2002, 2009, 2020; Murray 2002; Lakoff 2005; Bruns & Kranich 2022). Bruns and Kranich (2022: 114) link it partly with the increasing emphasis on “the importance of equality, participation, and antidiscrimination” in modern western societies. In Poland, the use of less formal address forms is also attributed to Anglo-American influence on Polish ways of speaking (cf. Marcjanik 2009). The changes reported by scholars primarily include an increase in the use of first names and a decrease in the use of titles, but in English, the trend seems to also concern the use of clipped forms of titles, such as Doc (Doctor) and Prof (Professor). An equivalent change in Polish involves the omission of the honorific panie and the use of the title alone (doktorze, profesorze), but, as observed by Marcjanik (2009: 39), it is only possible with masculine forms. The only appropriate way to address a woman doctor and a woman professor in Polish is thus by combining the honorific pani with their professional titles: pani doktor (‘Ms Doctor’) and pani profesor (‘Ms Professor’), respectively. In the absence of direct Polish counterparts of informal variants of titles, translators must rely on their pragmatic competence to render them appropriately.

4. Translations of crime fiction series as a source of data for interpersonal pragmatics
Crime fiction has become one of the most popular fiction genres. It owes much of its popularity to translation, through which it has become “the most globalised of all
popular genres” (McCaw 2020: 48). Hopkins and Seago (2018: 220) note that popular literature is now more often read in translation than high literature, which may be one of the reasons why the translation of crime fiction has received a considerable amount of scholarly attention in recent years. The quality of crime fiction translation as well as the strategies adopted by its translators depend on a number of factors. Seago and Lei (2020: 85) name the following: “The status of the respective languages involved, the status of the text or author to be translated, and whether the receiving culture is familiar with the genre or author.” Despite its high readership and an increased interest from scholars, the genre still has a rather low status, and crime fiction series are particularly often perceived as lowbrow. As observed by Mayer (2020), serial storytelling in general and crime fiction in particular tend to be valued less than stand-alone works.

The association of crime fiction series with “cheap and fast” literature (cf. Mayer 2020) has a bearing on the quality of its translation, though, somewhat ironically, it requires more skill than the rather low reputation of the genre may suggest. One of the reasons why crime fiction is not easy to translate is that it is highly culture specific. Its translation requires the ability to use appropriate terminology and to recreate the discourse of various social groups: police officers, experts in various fields, witnesses and criminals. As summarised by Seago (2014: 5), “the crime translator needs to create a believable and nuanced cultural and professional setting, handle a range of voices, register, dialect, slang and swearing to evoke distinct characters within their social context, location and interaction with each other”. Equally important is the translator’s attention to the details and clues that lead to solving the case and make a crime fiction text coherent (cf. Seago & Lei 2020). Maintaining “macro-coherence”, i.e. the “logical, cognitive, factual congruity” of the textual world (Merlini Barbaresi 2002: 120), is particularly challenging in the translation of crime fiction series, as serial storytelling requires a consistent presentation of the events, places, characters and relationships throughout different parts of the series. As observed by Merlini Barbaresi (2002: 122-123), characters’ “actions, reactions, emotions and expressions must be logically connected and internally congruent. Equally important are the relationships among various characters, which must be mutually motivated at every stage of their development”. Crime fiction series often have one or two main characters who enter into multiple personal and professional relationships in different parts of the series. The development of their relationships is reflected in their “relational work”, which involves address terms negotiations and shifts in address use. It is thus the relational dimension of crime fiction series that makes their translation particularly interesting from the perspective of interpersonal pragmatics.

5. Material and research procedure
This study examines the renditions of the address term Doc in the Polish translation of the Rizzoli and Isles series by the American crime fiction writer Tess Gerritsen. More
precisely, it focuses on the uses of Doc by the main character of the series, homicide detective Jane Rizzoli (in her early thirties at the beginning of the series), in her interactions with doctor Maura Isles (4-5 years older than Jane Rizzoli), a forensic pathologist she cooperates with. Tess Gerritsen’s Rizzoli and Isles series consists of thirteen books published between the years 2001 and 2022. The two characters meet in the second part of the series; in the subsequent parts, they work together and gradually become friends. The relational work they do is thus an important part of their characterisation. The thirteen books in the series were translated by six different translators: Jerzy Żebrowski (parts 1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11 and 13), Zygmunt Halka (parts 2 and 5), Zbigniew Kościuk (part 7), Krzysztof Oblucki (part 8), Anna Jęczmyk (part 9), and Andrzej Szulc (part 12).

To analyse the renditions of the title Doc in the Polish translation of the series, I first examined the address terms used between the two characters in the original version to establish how they address each other in different contexts and how their address mode changes as their relationship develops. Subsequently, I analysed the ways in which they address each other in the Polish translation of the series. The analysis which follows is qualitative in character. It focuses on the renditions of the title Doc as part of the relational work done by the two characters and with reference to the interactional coherence of the translation. It aims to answer the following research questions: (1) How is Doc rendered by the different translators of the series? (2) Are its renditions consistent with the other elements of the characters’ relational work? (3) How do the renditions of Doc affect the presentation of the two characters and the relationship between them?

6. Discussion of results

6.1. Address terms used between Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles in the original version of the series

The two characters meet in the second part of the series, The Apprentice, in the autopsy lab, where doctor Isles is performing an autopsy on a victim of the crime that Jane Rizzoli is investigating. Their relationship is first strictly professional. Throughout part 2, Maura Isles addresses Jane Rizzoli as Detective Rizzoli (V address), as illustrated in (1), whereas Jane Rizzoli does not use any nominal forms of address and only addresses Maura Isles by the pronoun you (N).

(1) ‘Detective Rizzoli, you asked me what kind of blade he used.’
   ‘Please tell me it’s not a scalpel.’ (The Apprentice, p. 42)

In part 3, The Sinner, they spend a lot of time together and talk not only about their investigation, but also about their private lives. During one of their conversations Maura Isles shifts to T address, and begins addressing Jane Rizzoli by her first name (example
2). Occasionally, she also addresses her by her surname, as in (3). Jane Rizzoli, however, consistently addresses Maura Isles by Doc (example 3). It needs to be noted that even when the two characters become friends, they mostly meet in connection with the crimes they are investigating, usually at crime scenes or in the autopsy lab, where the title Doc used by Rizzoli indicates that their relationship continues to be professional.

(2) She turned to look at Rizzoli. ‘You’re Catholic, Jane. Aren’t you?’ (The Sinner, p. 37)

(3) Maura Isles: ‘There’s nothing more to see here.’
   Jane Rizzoli: ‘We just got here, Doc.’ (...)
   Maura Isles: ‘Rizzoli’, she whispered. ‘Can we get out of here now?’ (The Sinner, p. 240)

This non-reciprocal pattern continues until part 8, The Killing Place, in the course of which Jane Rizzoli begins addressing Maura Isles by her first name (example 4). She does so in a very emotional situation when Maura contacts her after a long absence during which her life was at threat. However, in addition to using Maura’s first name, Jane Rizzoli continues to address her as Doc until the end of part 11.

(4) ‘Jane?’ The voice was close to a sob. ‘Thank God you answered!’ (...)
   ‘I thought you were dead!’ Jane blurted.
   ‘I’m alive. I’m okay!’
   ‘Jesus, Maura, we had your memorial service!’ (The Killing Place, p. 291-292)

It is important to note that the changes in the characters’ address mode are not accompanied by any meta-comments from the characters or the narrator anywhere in the series. Thus, the translators could only rely on their own interpretation of the relational interaction between the characters to render the address terms appropriately.

6.2. The address terms used between Jane Rizzoli and Maura Isles in the Polish translation

The relational work done by the two characters in the Polish translation of the series is quite different from its original version. The translators of the different parts clearly worked independently and did not always pay attention to consistency in the use of address terms or the coherence of the characters’ relational work throughout the series, which supports the common perception of serial storytelling and its translation as being “cheap and fast” (cf. Mayer 2020). Continuity is only maintained within the parts translated by Jerzy Żebrowski (1, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 13). Otherwise, the relational work done by the two characters is characterised by frequent and unexpected shifts in address use, which have no counterparts in the original version and make their relational interaction illogical and incoherent. In the Polish translation of the series, Jane Rizzoli first
addresses Maura by T, from which she switches to V (parts 3-4), and then again to T (parts 5-13), but she also occasionally uses V and combinations of T and V. Maura Isles shifts from V to T already at the end of part 2 (even though she still uses V in the English version at the time), but in parts 3 and 4 she returns to V, which she uses interchangeably with combinations of V and T before she shifts to T for good in part 5.

Some of the choices made by the translators make the characters’ utterances impolite while they are completely neutral in the original version, which affects the presentation of the characters and their relationship in the series. For instance, in part 2 (The Apprentice) Jane Rizzoli addresses Maura Isles by the N pronoun you, which the translator (Zygmunt Halka) invariably renders as T (the 2nd p. sg pronoun ty and the 2nd p. sg verbs), as in (5b), even though Maura Isles addresses her as Detective Rizzoli (V), as illustrated in (6b).

(5a) Jane Rizzoli: Did you X-ray the neck? (The Apprentice, p. 86)
(5b) Jane Rizzoli: Zrobiłaś [2nd p. sg, past tense] prześwietlenie szyi? (Skalpel, p. 84)
(6a) Maura Isles: Detective Rizzoli, you are coming in, right? (The Apprentice, p. 192)
(6b) Maura Isles: Detektyw Rizzoli, czy pani przyjdzie? (Skalpel, p. 182)

Such asymmetrical address is unlikely to be used in real life because it would be highly disrespectful for a detective to respond with T if a medical doctor addresses them with V. As observed by Szarkowska (2006), the rendition of the neutral pronoun you as T regardless of the situational context is the most common problem in the translation of English address terms into Polish. A detailed analysis of all the address terms used between the two characters in the two language versions of the series is beyond the scope of this paper, but some of them are discussed in section 6.3, which focuses on the renderings of the form Doc.

6.3. Renditions of the address term Doc

Jane Rizzoli does not address Maura Isles as Doc in all the parts of the series. In parts 2 (The Apprentice) and 5 (Vanish) she addresses her by the pronoun you, while in parts 12 (I Know a Secret) and 13 (Listen to Me) she uses you and her first name. In the other parts, the renditions of the term are characterised by similar inconsistency as the renditions of all the other address terms used between the two characters. The only translator who attempted to recreate the shifts in the characters’ address mode resulting from the development of their professional and personal relationship is Żebrowski, which is why his renditions of the term Doc will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of the treatment of the term by the other translators of the series.

In the parts translated by Żebrowski, the characters first use reciprocal V (the beginning of part 3, The Sinner/Pol. Grzesznik), then Maura Isles switches to V combined with
T, while Jane Rizzoli continues using V, until they move to reciprocal T (part 6, The Mephisto Club/Pol. Klub Mefista). At the stage of reciprocal V, Żebrowski renders Doc as pani doktor (lit. ‘Ms Doctor’) and translates the pronoun you (N) as pani in both characters’ utterances, as illustrated in (7a) and (7b). The translation strategy he uses is thus domestication (both in the case of nominal and pronominal address). The characters address each other more formally than they do in the original version, but their address is consistent with Polish rules of politeness (cf. e.g. Marcjanik 2009).

(7a) ‘Hey Doc.’ At the front of the chapel, a mop of dark hair popped up as Detective Jane Rizzoli rose to her feet and waved. ‘The vic’s up here.’
Maura Isles: ‘Do you know what happened? What did the sisters tell you?’
(The Sinner, p. 17)

(7b) Pani doktor? – W głębi kaplicy dostrzegła burzę ciemnych włosów, gdy detektyw Jane Rizzoli wyprostowała się i pomachała do niej. – Ofiara jest tutaj.
Maura Isles: Wie pani, co się wydarzyło? Co powiedziały siostry? (Grzesznik, p. 19)

The problem begins when Maura Isles starts addressing Jane Rizzoli by her first name (in the middle of part 3, The Sinner), but Jane Rizzoli continues responding with Doc. The relational work that they do in the original version of the novel (they show interest in each other’s personal lives, feelings and emotions) indicates that their relationship is becoming closer, but the change in their address mode is one-sided. While in English the distance between the informal term Doc, the neutral pronoun you, and the first name is relatively small, the distance between their most straightforward Polish equivalents (the V form pani doktor on the one hand and first name address on the other) is considerably greater, which makes it difficult to recreate the characters’ asymmetrical address mode in translation. The translator decided to solve this problem by using mixed forms (V+T), i.e. Maura Isles continues using the V form pani (which is the rendition of the pronoun you), but she combines it with first name address (T), while Jane Rizzoli still addresses Maura Isles with the V form pani doktor (‘Ms Doctor’), as illustrated in (8a) and (8b).

(8a) ‘Doc’? Rizzoli was standing at the other end of the hallway.
‘Why didn’t you call me?’ said Maura.
‘Costas is taking this one.’
‘So I just heard.’
‘You don’t need to be here.’
‘You could have told me, Jane. You could have let me know.’ (Body Double, p. 393)

(8b) Pani doktor? – Rizzoli stała u wylotu korytarza.
The problem with such mixed forms (V+T) is that they are very infrequent in real-life communication in Polish, and sound rather artificial. Marcjnik (2009: 40) notes that the combination of first name address with the form pan/pani is sometimes used by older and socially superior speakers to address their significantly younger interlocutors (e.g. older university professors addressing their students) to indicate a friendly attitude. This, however, is not the case in the Rizzoli and Isles series, as the two characters are of a similar age. Maura’s use of the V+T form makes her appear more distant and reserved towards Jane Rizzoli than she is in the original version. The unnaturalness of the characters’ address at that stage of their relational interaction was probably the reason why the translator decided that Jane Rizzoli should start addressing Maura Isles by her first name earlier than she does in the original version. Thus, in the Polish version of part 6 (The Mephisto Club/Pol. Klub Mefista) the characters already use reciprocal T and address each other by their first names, even though in the original version of the book their address is still asymmetrical: Jane Rizzoli addresses Maura Isles as Doc, while Maura Isles addresses her by her first name. The translator’s decision to shift to reciprocal T makes their relational work more coherent; first name address is more in line with the informal greetings they use (e.g. hey/Pol. witaj) and with the personal topics they discuss. However, in consequence, the term Doc is either omitted (example 9b) or replaced with the first name Maura (example 10b) in part 6 (The Mephisto Club/Pol. Klub Mefista) and the subsequent parts of the series translated by Żebrowski.

(9a) ‘If you’re looking to get warm, Doc,’ said Jane, ‘you’re not going to find it out here. But I guess that’s your choice.’ (Mephisto Club, p. 134)


(10a) ‘C’mon Doc,’ she said, climbing out. ‘We’ll get you home.’ (Mephisto Club, p. 265)

(10b) – Chodź, Mauro – powiedziała, wysiadając. – Odwieziemy cię do domu.

(Klub Mefista, p. 192)

The other translators of the series mostly translate the characters’ address as reciprocal T, but they are less consistent and less concerned with the coherence of the characters’ relational work. Zbigniew Kościuk, the translator of part 7 (Keeping the Dead/Pol. Mumia) mostly renders you (N) as ty (T), and often omits the term Doc, which is consistent with Żebrowski’s strategy used in part 6. However, in some contexts, he renders Doc
as *pani doktor* ‘Ms Doctor’ (V) and in others, he translates it using the diminutive form *doktorku* (T). The V form *pani doktor* appears during one of the characters’ interactions in the autopsy lab (example 11b).

(11a) Jane turned to Maura, ‘Let’s get on with the autopsy, **Doc.** We need more information to work with.’ ([Keeping the Dead](#), p. 40)

(11b) Jane zwróciła się do Maury. – Kontynuujmy autopsję, **pani doktor.** Potrzebujemy więcej informacji, żeby zacząć dochodzenie. ([Mumia](#), p. 50)

On the one hand, such a translation is inconsistent with the T forms they use throughout the novel; on the other hand, the professional context in which it occurs to some extent justifies the translator’s choice. The other term used by Kościuk as an equivalent of **Doc**, *doktorku* (example 12b) is, however, entirely inappropriate. First of all, *doktorku* is a masculine form and, as such, it is never used to address female doctors in real life. Its use in the translation breaks both the local and macro-coherence of the textual world (cf. Merlini Barbaresi 2002). It is situationally inappropriate and disrupts the coherence of the characters’ relational work. Moreover, *doktorku* is a diminutive with derisive and condescending overtones, which are entirely absent from the characters’ relational work in the original version of the series. The form was popularized in the Polish translation of Bugs Bunny cartoons, as the rendition of **Doc** in the well-known phrase “What’s up **Doc**?” that Bugs Bunny uses to address Elmer Fudd, a character who is trying to hunt him. Elmer Fudd is not a medical doctor, and in the cartoon, **Doc** functions as an informal synonym of the word *man*. While *doktorku* sounds appropriate and funny when used by the cartoon character, it is highly disrespectful when used to address a medical doctor. It is, however, the only informal variant of the word *doktor* available in Polish, which is probably why, despite its inappropriateness, it was also used by Krzysztof Obłucki in his translation of the next part of the series (part 8, [The Killing Place](#)/Pol. [Dolina umarłych](#)), as shown in example (12b).

(12a) Hey, **Doc**, we’re wondering where you are,’ said Jane. ‘Give me a call, okay?’ ([The Killing Place](#), p. 86)

(12b) Cześć, **doktorku**, zastanawiamy się, gdzie jesteś – powiedziała Jane. – Zadzwoń do mnie, dobrze? ([Dolina Umarłych](#), p. 76)

There is not much interaction between Jane and Maura in part 8. With the exception of the instance quoted in (12a), they address each other using their first names. In part 9 ([The Silent Girl](#)/Pol. [Milcząca dziewczyna](#)), translated by Anna Jęczmyk, **Doc** is rendered as *pani doktor* (V) and combined with *cię*, the object case of the *ty* pronoun (T), as illustrated in (13b).
In contrast to the T+V combination involving the use of the first name and the form \textit{pani} (Ms) in one utterance, employed by Żebrowski in the translation of part 3, \textit{The Sinner} (example 6b), the V+T combination involving title + surname and the pronoun \textit{ty} is, according to Marcjanik (2009: 40), considered impolite in Polish. Marcjanik (2009) notes that such mixed address terms are encountered among people who have worked together for a long time but the distance in their professional status makes it difficult for them to shift to T address. This, however, is not the case in the analysed translation, as the characters already use T address earlier in the book. In (13b) the V form \textit{pani doktor} is also combined with the informal greeting \textit{cześć} (\textit{hey}), which is unlikely to happen in real life, unless the speaker intends to use it jokingly. Such playful use of address terms combined with the impolite forms that Jane Rizzoli uses in the Polish version of the earlier parts make the detective appear less professional than she is in the original version of the series.

7. Conclusions

By analysing the renditions of the form \textit{Doc} as used by detective Jane Rizzoli to address doctor Maura Isles in the Polish translation of Tess Gerritsen's \textit{Rizzoli and Isles} crime fiction series, this study has hoped to offer some insights into the translation of address terms in serial storytelling. Address terms are part of the relational work done by fictional characters; they indicate the nature of relationships among them and reflect the development of their relationships throughout the series. In Tess Gerritsen's series, Jane Rizzoli uses the form \textit{Doc} to address doctor Maura Isles at different stages of their relational interaction, first as the only address term and later, when they become friends, interchangeably with her first name. Such use is facilitated by the availability of the neutral pronoun \textit{you} in English, which can be combined with various types of nominal address. The absence of informal ways equivalent to \textit{Doc} to address a female doctor and the existence of the binary opposition between V and T address in Polish makes recreating their address mode in translation quite difficult and requires a good understanding of the characters’ relational work. The six Polish translators of the series showed varying degrees of sensitivity towards the issue in question, which has resulted in numerous inconsistencies in the characters’ address mode, unexpected shifts in address terms and the use of inaccurate and impolite forms (e.g. the disrespectful masculine diminutive \textit{doktorku}). Disregarding all the inconsistencies and translation
errors, the main strategy adopted by the translators was to domesticate the characters’
relational work and adjust their address to the Polish rules of politeness. Thus, Doc is
rendered as pani doktor ‘Ms Doctor’ at the initial V stage of the characters’ interaction,
and omitted or replaced with the doctor’s first name when the characters’ relationship
becomes too close to maintain V address. Such findings reveal the usefulness of the
concept of relational work in the study of address terms in the translation of serial story-
telling, and show that both nominal and pronominal address terms undergo domestica-
tion if it facilitates maintaining the coherence of the characters’ relational interaction.
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